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VEDA-FE.done

- Merge models
  - Multiple template folders can be run as a single model
    - Common files folder
- Case Manager
  - Remember old runs
  - Filter by template folder
- Demand module
  - Naming convention: Dem_Alloc+Series.xls
  - Changes in the interface can update Excel files
VEDA-FE.done

- ~TFM_AVA tag in SubRES transformation files to control tech availability in regions
- Double-clicking data in browse mode leads to the source data in excel
- Filter navigator lists as per consistency status
- Trade module
  - Links in Excel
  - Parameters in matrix form as well
- Scenario files
  - ~TFM_DINS
  - Simplified headers

VEDA-FE.todo

- Evaluate techs
- Batch processing
- Direct edit of selected data
VEDA-BE.done

- Ex-RES

VEDA-BE.todo

- Explore sub-optimal solution